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ABSTRACT

Outlook nationality is thing that isn't Can released from life every Indonesian citizen. This because outlook nationality is part from understanding citizen. Outlook nationality is thing that isn't can released from life every Indonesian citizen. This because basically outlook nationality has contain commitment as well as Spirit unity. For ensure presence and growth quality life nation. For will adequate knowledge about present and future challenges as well as various potency nation. Because that importance strengthening and development about outlook nationality for generation young aim for development Indonesia in the future.

Outlook nationality Generation Z in the era of globalization become important, because will influence in the future (Purnama et al., 2023). In the 21st century, developments increasing technology rapidly affect as well as depend on all field. For that public must capable control technology because is matter important in future life. In matter this will so-called value changes continuing life walk in a manner dynamic. In the process of development, p the Already Certain Lots very influence old values that have believed as something sublime, now considered Already No appropriate Again in meaning Already No in accordance with context development era. Because that the more fast and fast development technology so will the more fast as well as the more culture is easy foreign enter to Indonesia where matter this can impact fade mark culture Indonesian nation. Then awareness to mark culture the Indonesian nation that is getting minimal is caused by the presence of influence global culture. This can seen based on pattern personality Indonesian citizens who really love it culture foreign compared to with culture the Indonesian nation itself, can be seen in life everyday like start from fashion, association, style talk, and so on. With so, p the that's what can raises scrap or lack of love to homeland of Indonesia as well will impact as threat for related Indonesia with outlook nationality. Lack of love to the Indonesian nation which is owned by the Indonesian people, in particular generation young matter. This because Still low outlook nationality as well as easy accept culture foreign enter to
Indonesia so Indonesian society without filtered especially before, in particular generation more like with culture foreign compared Indonesian culture. This raises many generational deviation young that is like fight between generation young, sex free and abuse rampant drugs happen indicate has fade values outlook nationality especially among generation young. If the problems related outlook nationality moment This Keep going ignored without There is effort For do reinforcement, then possibility the great country of Indonesia will be lost teak himself and not can undergo a peaceful and secure life. In the era of globalization that accompanies development rapidly technology moment this is needed strengthening as well as development about outlook good nationality for citizens, in particular for generation young because This is important and necessary quick done and not can be delayed. It must done as one effort To use prevent impact negative from use technology. Strengthening and development outlook nationality must in a manner continuously done in a manner sustainable along with the life process that will be Keep going walk.

Strengthening outlook nationality as well as love to given homeland to society, in particular generation young must done that is in a manner continuous To use ensure continuity future life. Strengthening outlook nationality this is also a goal in matter prevent generation young Act or fell to distorted things or negative things. As for behavior other deviant If generation young No given strengthening outlook nationality is generation young the can Act resulting radicalism bring problems and destruction in Indonesia. Acts of radicalism This must prevented from doing so grow in the self generation young in Indonesia. This because as is known that radicalism is something action as well as which movement exists sign form action extremes that have been done aim For change something circumstances become as desired for the sake of interest alone. In politics, as for example categorized movement as radical that is action like treason, demonstration the social protests that took place in a manner anarchist and also various possible action cause damage and loss. With so that p the No happen outlook nationality must more strengthened start from moment this is in the middle development increasingly technology rapidly this and also should held in a manner Keep going continuously aim To use monitor how far progress outlook nationality generation young. It done as one effort For prevent impact negative from development of time and technology because That importance strengthening and development about outlook nationality for generation young aim For development Indonesia in the future. With strengthening outlook nationality will grow values nationalism in the self every generation young. Well for That writer discuss about How strengthening outlook nationality prevent radicalism going to conscious nation nationalism in the global era.

Research Methodology

On research This as for type research conducted writer that is study qualitative with use method approach studies case is something implemented method in a manner as comprehensive as possible obtain deep understanding along problems encountered in accordance with objective the problem can be resolved. Specification study in study This writer use descriptive analysis ie describe the data that has been succeed obtained Good That like from results observation, interview directly and field studies later analyzed. As for technique author data collection use method observation as well as interview to student Faculty Medan State University Social Sciences with method analysis This writer use analysis descriptive ie like connect between single data with other data, then interesting become One unified unit from these data so that obtained clear picture intact from A phenomenon under study and in deep.

Results and Discussion

1. Importance Outlook Nationality for Student

Generation millennials Now especially ordinary students said as very agent of change need alert to understand that will undermining the State of Indonesia (Baedowi and Sari, 2023). Generation young moment this, in particular student, easy exposed activism or terrorism because that is, education about importance outlook nationality must Keep going socialized. Kindly terminology, Insight nationality is method view and attitude Indonesian people regarding self and its surroundings diverse and valuable strategic with prioritize unity and oneness and permanent value as well as honor diversity in every aspect life national For reach objective national (Zulfikar and Permady, 2021). Outlook nationality is method view Indonesian nation in looked themselves and their environment with prioritize union and oneness area in maintenance life society, nation and state. Outlook nationality now feels become something that is abstract not touched and experienced A shallowing meaning in a manner fundamental. (Insight et al., 2022). Lack of understanding to outlook nationality This will resulted degradation nationalism or the moral decline of society. Objective outlook nationality Alone is For cultivate love homeland and create a high sense of nationalism. So that important for teenager specifically student For know and understand outlook ethnic this. Pancasila that became the basis of the Indonesian state and state ideology. The 1945 Constitution is source law national in Indonesia and is embodiment The foundation of the Indonesian state is Pancasila. NKRI is a Unitary State Republic of Indonesia. It is stated in Article 1 paragraph 1 of the 1945 Constitution that Indonesia is a unitary state shaped republic. So that need instilled love homeland is necessary developed in development character nation. Through stabilization Outlook nationality We can guard Unity and Oneness Nation (Coordinating Ministry for Politics, Law, 2016). Outlook
nationality is understanding about identity, history, culture, policies and challenges faced Indonesian nation. In the era of globalization, increasingly important for maintain a sense of identity nationally so that the Indonesian nation does not easily influenced by culture foreign. Importance own identity ethnic as Indonesian citizen shows that part big participant consider very important own identity ethnic as Indonesian citizen. A number of the reasons stated among other things: awaken awareness nation, strengthen teak self nation, guard union, help overcome global challenges and prevent radicalization. Respondents also stated that nationalism contribute to appreciation and preservation diversity Indonesian culture.

2. Impact Globalization to outlook Nationality

Outlook nationality often face challenge in guard authenticity and continuity identity and culture nation. Openness to influence culture foreign can enrich insights and ways view, however If No offset with understanding identity good nation, can impact negative to preservation culture and values local. Impact globalization to nationalism can characteristic positive nor negative. Kindly Overall, globalization impact big on perception and perception public to identity national and cultural local. Globalization can impact on nationalism, and interaction between other countries can change mark culture and identity nation. Because it is necessary exists preservation and strengthening values nationality we do n’t prone to to influence outside. National feeling is reflection of a sense of belonging, is unifying sublimation determination become strong nation, respected and respected between the nations of the world (Onainor, 2019). Development life people in the era of globalization resulted increasingly life individualistic. Consequently, interest For maintaining, preserving, and developing outlook nationality the more reduced, especially among student. Lack of interest to nationalism and insight nationality This is also felt by the people of Indonesia. Life individualistic little by little scrape interest to life together, especially faithfulness to nation and tribe nation. Situation like Indonesian people This No Can Keep going left. this need addressed with wise For ensure that unitary state The Republic of Indonesia (NKRI) remains whole and strong. Globalization has cause ignore it guaranteed values the integrity of the state and replaced by values considered universal. values freedom, equality, and liberalism applied without refers to practices culture national. this is indication that Spirit nationalism start fading. Consequently, a lot citizens who are not own faithfulness against the state and not have a sense of pride national. If the situation This Keep going continues, sentiment nationalist student slow gradually will eroded. For that is nationalism must strengthened in a manner seriously in the era of globalization. Outlook nationality here in fact is very strong desire For overcome all difference and discrimination in a manner together. Outlook ethnicity No based on origin geography, race, descent, social status and religion.

3. Outlook Nationality in Prevent Radicalism

Lack of outlook nationality make they easy influenced by misleading doctrines, using logic related reverse with belief, so anything to the contrary with religion and state teachings are considered as something right. this cause No exists attitude each other respect each other respect, tolerance, and mutual cooperation which is culture social Indonesian society. Importance application outlook nationality for Indonesian society, in particular generation young, as footing For chase mission become a developed country without remove uniqueness nation. this as form resistance to conflicting attitudes and behaviors with values social culture Indonesian nation. Due to reinforcement outlook nationality must implanted For awaken public will values character his people. values the own function For strengthen character nationality generation young in application teachings nationality in life daily, incl threat extremism among generation young refuse life side by side with diversity. Lack of love to the Indonesian nation which is owned by the Indonesian people, in particular student because Still low outlook nationality as well as the more easy culture foreign enter to Indonesia so Indonesian society, in particular student more like with culture foreign compared Indonesian culture. (Ikdra Aimatul Alawiyah, 2020), because that, Character built nation in teak self somebody must implanted in room more scope broad. No only in space scope institution education course, support environment around both at home and in society own share in build character nation someone. For it should be environment the sterilized from elements that interfere with the formation process character and being friendly space for generation young For grow character nation. One of them protect they from pollution understanding and attitude radical start target generations weak youth outlook his nationality. Radicalism adopted from the word "radix" which can be means "root", therefore make essence from the meaning of radicalism which is political furthermore translated as intended action change system from the roots (Rulyansah, Wardana and Sari, 2018). According to results detection by the National Agency for Mitigation Terrorism (BNPT), at least There is four indicating features somebody exposed understand radicalism: First, intolerant (refusing difference in form belief); secondly, fanatical (consider different people belief is wrong); third, exclusive (always want to liked and prioritized); fourth, exclusive (always want to prioritized and privileged). Radical movement most appear in religious circles, issues radicalism is very sensitive to discussed Because concerned to belief religion that can too raises intolerance between people religion, p the raises conflict in the middle public (Nandasari, Isnata and Irvan, 2023). In study this is studying definition radicalism according to BNPT, radicalism can
interpreted as often use behavior violence in deployment belief based on understanding conservative. For example, with spreading fear among people, attacks terrorist can launched in places general. Situation like this contrary with the nature of the Indonesian state that gives freedom wide to citizen for choose belief them and protect safety and convenience its citizens. Because it, there is need urge For strengthen outlook nationality in generations young For build based identity faith and trust to Almighty God. One as well as award to diversity in life nation and state. Because that is reinforcement outlook nationality interpreted as effort empowerment self For oppose extremism and aversion For life side by side with different people belief. This is very important remember that the Indonesian nation is not established on base element same culture, same religion, and same race, but on base same fate, so desire is created united below. One sovereignty and overriding difference background different backgrounds for the sake of purpose the.

4. Effort Strengthen Watch out Nationality for Student in the Middle he shouted A Rues Globalization

In context globalization is important For own outlook nationality. one participant state that method best For develop love homeland and instill values nationality in life daily is with Keep going learn and expand insight. Outlook nationality in essence is understanding together whole component the Indonesian nation and is base For develop awareness and passion high nationality in all aspect life nation and state. Outlook nationality is strength pusher behind works, offerings, and dedication best for nation and state. Besides that, trait from conception nationalist require exists attitude For quick end loyalty to something group (party politics, class or group ethnicity) or individual when Loyalty to the nation and state is required. Problem outlook nationality in the present era this, when left without accompanied business For strengthen return outlook nationality so the Indonesian people will lost teak self nation and existence at the international level as well as No will realization life peace in a manner side by side in life society, nation and state (Hasibuan, Syuhanda and Fachrurrozy, 2022). Strengthening outlook nationality is an ongoing process that must be customized with dynamics life nation and state. Importance outlook nationality generation young and students will impact on the existence of the country in the future, on progress or his setbacks, and on morale life nation and state. With thus, basically, if happen collapse Spirit unity and oneness, then what remains is groups small scale based on ethnicity, religion and regionalism, homogeneous inside and exclusive outside, where nationality become an empty word. Because it, enter sense If primitivism, exclusivism ethnicity, ethnicity, regionalism, and religion are not Again gives a sense of oneness and oneness nation. regarding with strengthening outlook nationality, reinforcement outlook nationality generation young and students moment. This focused on formal education through education pansira. This because eye studying pansira own role strategic in strengthen outlook nationality generation young or student.

Build outlook nationality among student Outlook possible nationality owned by students is build cohesion social For speed up ambition national. Student role active as a youth, incl as moral strength. In role that, student can develop aspect ethics and morals in all dimensions youth life. Then explained that students also have role as control social and expected can develop attitude critical to environment and enforcement law. last role student in life social is as agent change, take role leadership in life social and development high concern. Insight level nationality can measured through increase it issue democratization, human rights and the environment life (Purwantoro et al., 2020). One method For strengthen outlook nationality, education citizenship (PKN) allows generation young For more understand values nationality, system Indonesian government, law, and politics. PKN also helps clan young For understand How they can participate in Indonesia’s development and build a more future ok. It is also recommended that besides studying PKN, education is also a must focuses on values nationality and introduce Indonesian culture in a way more deep. In matter this, education No only can done at school, but also at home and in the community. Besides it, also need to push participation generation young in uplifting activities values Indonesian nationality and culture. this can done with participate in events organized by the organization like associations, groups arts, and communities that focus on promoting activities Indonesia culture. Work embed outlook nationality No only done by the teacher, but also at home.

Research results This based on interviews open with student Faculty Knowledge Medan State University. Globalization has give significant impact for society, especially for student. Student tend more open to entry culture foreign to Indonesia and often generation This easy exposed values and understanding new from the outside world. this seen in those who are lacking value culture, custom customs and style life they alone. In fact, the students in the generation this tend more know culture foreign than culture alone. Partitions between countries have be very open or transparent and many changes that occur with fast. A number of results survey disclose that loss outlook nationality consequence globalization influence character nation, like change values its faded manners, attitude generation young. Inherit outlook nationality and teak self Indonesian people to generation successor, very important For teach society, especially students living in different countries, about view nation. Outlook nationality this can taught through education character Because see the extent of impact globalization to life humans, especially to continuity students’ lives. Considered students own looking personality freedom, more like satisfaction instant and
committed to individualism more tend become prey impact negative globalization. Character education can help student For recognize self they yourself and understand aspects positive from personality them. Character education can done in all level, get pasted in eye lesson anything, and even can pasted in eye lesson development self, which is often called as activity extracurricular at school. For example is education character in eye lesson citizenship and pansos, where norms, values, and morality taught. Some survey data show that Indonesian people, especially generation young which is state heir, no can forget state ideology or Pancasila. this because Pancasila is directions and criteria for continuity life Indonesian society. Citizenship education hold role important in implementation education insightful nationality. This education is very important in inform to student about rights and obligations they as Indonesian citizens so that the state can Keep going endure in face various threat from outside. Development outlook nationality must become no priority can ignored in Indonesian education. Generation young, especially student, necessary provided with knowledge outlook sufficient nationality to be able to defend the country from internal and external threats external. one method For realize education insightful nationality is through education citizenship at school. Through education nationality, students can understand rights and obligations as Indonesian citizen.

**Conclusion**

Outlook nationality is part from understanding citizen. Outlook nationality is thing that isn't will Can For released from life every Indonesian citizen p This because basically outlook nationality contain commitment as well as Spirit unity For ensure presence and growth quality life nation For will adequate knowledge about present and future challenges as well as various potency nation. Because That importance strengthening and development about outlook nationality for generation young aim For development the Indonesian nation in the future. Pay attention development globalization and adaptation with changing times with increase quality citizen. Due to impact ideology globalization Already enter to realm pattern thought and attitude, enter to realm attitude radical. Impact threat moment This is impact to ideology national. It also triggers political ultimate identity damage union. For oppress onslaught globalization is necessary strengthening outlook nationality among generation young or student in effort maintain republic. This from threat radicalism and politics identity others brought about by globalization. Because that's it, cheer nationalism and love Indonesian homeland is not can obliterate objectivity Indonesian history, because nationalism No can separated from story of the historical process nationality That Alone as understanding about teak self nation. Strengthening outlook nationality prevent radicalism through education applied character from eye lesson or eye Citizenship Education course. this because Citizenship education hold role important in implementation insightful education nationality. This education is very important in inform to generation young about rights and obligations they as Indonesian citizens so that the state can Keep going endure in face various threat from outside.
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